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  The Forgotten of Constantinople: A Byzantine Chant Bibliography

 There is a lacuna, a gap of knowledge in the traditional music of the Eastern 

Orthodox church.  There is widespread ignorance not only on what this music is or what 

it was, but how this music is actually performed and practiced today.  So then, what is 

this  music and how is it performed? Included in this bibliography are sources that could 

lead any non-trained person on to a path of the understanding of the history, culture,  

and just as important, the true performance of Byzantine Chant. 

 Why does the western world seem so devoid of the knowledge of well-practiced 

Byzantine Chant?  Is it apathy of the Orthodox Church (especially in America) towards a 

tradition as old as iconography? Maybe the current practice differs so greatly from the 

practice of Western music, with its quarter-tones and mixed modal scales, that it sits 

aside and goes  better unnoticed.  Is  is  possible that because of the relatively small  

(although growing) Orthodox presence in America that has allowed this  tradition to keep 

to itself?  Truthfully, all of these aforementioned factors contribute to the lacuna of 

Byzantine chanting in the Western Classical world.

 While there are numerous  books and articles written about Byzantine Chant, it is 

sometimes difficult to find books  that can explain the practice of this art.  While this 

bibliography serves as a survey of the notation, culture and tradition, it is  a survey with 



the correct practice of this  music always in mind.  There are some sources that have 

been left out intentionally so that the reader can research with the focus of actually 

learning how to chant in this tradition.

 Another reason some sources may not be included is that because of the 

spiritual and historical nature and a 400 year foreign occupation of Greece, sources are 

sometimes quite difficult to find.  Many manuscripts  are held in Greek monasteries, and  

sometimes at best, a museum.  So I tried to find the sources with the most prevalence 

and ease of finding that I could.  

 It is  also important to comment on the community of the Byzantine chanter as it 

affects the spread of sources.  The nature of this music is that it be performed as a  

service to the church, and because that and the age of most primary sources (i.e. now 

in public domain), many have been made available for free through the internet.  

Chanting books and CDs still cost of course, but there is quite a support of free 

compositions and an immense amount of book and audio resources  have been made 

available online.  

 It is the hope that these sources, whether it be a compact disk, online biography, 

or the  original book on the theory of Byzantine chant, that one could find anything he/

she needed to gain proper perspective.  While a private teacher is indispensable, a 

good teacher is likely to direct one to many of these sources.  With all of these factors in 

mind this  bibliography hopes to lead the uninitiated into the glorious musical tradition of 

Emperors Constantine and Justinian, and hymnographers such as St. Kassiani and St. 

John of Damascus with the tools to become a well educated and well trained trainer. 



Angelopoulos, L. A.  “Isokratema Technique in Modern Performance Practice.” 

 Analogion, 2005.   Web.  9 Nov. 2010. 

With as much emphasis  that is put on the melodic theory and execution, the essential 

drone pitch (ison or Isokratema) that accompanies the melody is  often excluded, 

intentionally or unintentionally, from theoretical discussions.  The Great Archon 

(Distinguished chanter of the Patriarchate of Constantinople) Lycourgos Angelopolous 

wrote this essay to address the practice of the Isokratema.  It discusses the roles of 

each vocalist, whether melody or ison, depending on the number a group has.  Issues 

of isokratema movement, its development and types of harmony are also addressed in 

detail. 

Capella Romana. Music of Byzantium. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004. CD.

This  album is possibly the most heavily researched album of historical liturgical pieces.  

These recordings, although well rehearsed, are more musicological and historical in 

nature than common liturgical practice.  The intent of the music is not necessarily to 

sing in church, but to provide a source for lost or forgotten hymns.  Alexander Lingas, 

the Artistic Director of Cappella Romana directs hymn selections that “range from the 

late 13th century to early 16th centuries, transcribed from extant manuscripts. 

Composers include St. Romanos the Melodist, Xenos Korones, St. John Koukouzelis, 

Byzas, John Plousiadenos, Manuel Chrysaphes, Guillame Dufay and Hieronymos 

Tragodistes of Cyprus. Good liner notes with historical overview and description of each 

hymn, as well as complete hymn text in English.” (Liturgica.com) 



Capella Romana. The Fall of Constantinople. Capella Romana, 2006. CD. 

One of the most humbling recordings of chant, this CD uses hymns that revolve around 

the fall of Constantinople to the Islamic East. With hymns such as “Lament for the Fall 

of Constantinople,” this  is a glimpse through music at the last days of a thousand-year 

old empire.  Some Gregorian examples are also included. The recording microphone is 

a little farther back in the church so the listener really feels immersed into the cathedral.  

Some composers include Chrysaphes, Gazes  and Plousiadenos and Dufay.  The liner 

notes by Alexander Lingas have text in Greek or Latin with English translations.

Cathedral of Saint George. La Gloriosa Resurreccion. Benjamin Williams, 2009. CD.

This  is the only known recording of Byzantine chant from Mexico.  From Mexico city 

come the voices of a mixed (male and female) choir performing the Divine Liturgy in 

Spanish and in traditional Byzantine style.  It is definitely not a performance choir, as 

there are some balance/blend issues, but nonetheless  it is a monumental 

accomplishment for real practicing chant in the Latin American world.

Choir of Vatopedi Monastery. Holy Pascha (Easter Sunday). IMMB-CUP, 1999. CD.

The Monks  of Vatopedi is incredible choir made up of the monks that live in this 

monastery on Mount Athos.  They have released several exceptional recordings, but the 

holy week services including the Pascha recording are unmatched in execution and 

tradition.  There is no flashy soloing, just pure tones and humble tradition.  The CD 

includes full color liner notes of over 100 pages in Greek and English on the history of 

the monastery and all hymn text and music in both languages. 



Dubowchik, Rosemary T. “A Jerusalem Chant for the Holy Cross in the Byzantine, Latin 

 and Easter Rites” Plainsong and Medieval Music 5:2 (October 1996): 113-29.  

 Web.  28 Oct. 2010. 

Examines a brief troparion (daily hymn) recorded in the "Vita" of St. Martha and 

preserved in various forms in sources of the Byzantine, Georgian, Armenian, Ethiopian, 

Coptic, and Latin rites. “Demonstrates that despite widely variant melodies, several 

traditions of the chant preserved two interrelated aspects of the sixth-century melodic 

tradition of Jerusalem: an archaic modal tradition and a psalmodic musical style.” (IIMP)

Eikona. Paraklesis-Mother of Light.  Eikona, 1998. CD.

Quite possibly the most popular recording of the Paraklesis (hymns to the Virgin Mary)  

in English is by the female group Eikona.  They are a tight choir with great blend and 

tone and with  decent understanding Byzantine music.  However, it is apparent that they 

have learned and sing from western notation.  Yet, especially because of the importance 

of this service and the music in this service, it is an undeniable resource in English for 

the beginning chanter. 

Ephraim, Heiromonk, The Divine Liturgics Project.  Saint  Anthony’s Monastery,   2005 .  

 Web. 21 Oct. 2010.

The Divine Liturgics Project was started by the Heiromonk Ephraim at the Saint 

Anthony’s Monastery in 2005.  The monastery is  an Athonite monastery that follows the 

ordinances and traditions of Mount Athos monasteries.  So although they do their 



services in Greek as prescribed in the Athonite tradition, Fr. Ephraim has started a 

Byzantine chant source in English online.  It is the very first time that the entire Liturgy 

has been put into Byzantine notation in English.

 The site started with the Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom and has now 

published works in Orthros, Vespers, Doxologies, Liturgy of St. Basil the Great, Liturgy 

of the Presanctified Gifts, Menaion, Liturgy of Saint James, and the Triodion (pre-Lenten 

and Lenten season) and Pentecostarion (Pentecost season).  Although there are many 

who have done hymns in English for these services, this is the most painstaking attempt 

at the beautification of words  and music.  Usually the music, or the words suffer when 

undergoing this task, but these hymns are extremely well composed

 Included also are all hymns in Byzantine and Western notation with the option of 

Elizabethan or modern English.  It has several articles  about the differences between 

these notations  and brief histories on this music.  Also included is an indispensable links 

page that is truly a gold mine to anyone wanting to learn about this tradition.

Ephraim, Heiromonk 106 Rules of Byzantine Music Orthography.  Saint  Anthony’s 

 Monastery,   2005.  Web. 20 Oct. 2010.

A thorough guide to the writing of Byzantine hymnology.  With the burgeoning of internet 

contributions in Byzantine notation, and with many texts  (including some very popular 

ones) having orthographical errors, this is an attempt to slow the occurrence of sloppily 

written music.  Although 106 rules  is quite extensive, it is a practical and simply written 

guide for those interested in composing.



Froyshov, Simeon R. “The Early Development of the Liturgical Eight Mode System in 

 Jerusalem.” St Vladimir's Theological Quarterly 51:2-3 (2007): 139-78.  Web.  29 

 Oct. 2010.

This  essay goes back quite early in church history to investigate the invention of the 

Oktoechos (Rotation of the 8 Byzantine Modes).  Going as far back as the middle of the 

fourth century in historical writings, it pinpoints this  time period as when the first 

beginnings of the recognizable Oktoechos started. It should not be confused that this  is 

not about ancient Jewish chant (of which the Christian church clearly adopted 

traditions), but about how the the Patriarchate of Jerusalem was  the first to really 

develop this system.  The author states  that there is  a likely four-stage development of 

what has become the 8-mode rotation for Liturgical music that has been used for 

hundreds of years.

Greek Byzantine Choir.  Byzantine Liturgy. Opus 111, 2000. CD. 

Under the direction of the legendary Archon chanter of Constantinople, Lykourgos 

Angelopolous, this is the arguably the best recording of the Byzantine Divine Liturgy 

ever made.  With intimidating precision and zero oversight to every detail, from the 

specific pieces to the coordination of antiphonal choirs, this is where a learner should 

start and end every day of their studies.  It is a live recording of the St. John 

Chrysostom liturgy.  Intervalic and choral interpretation have been so painstakingly 

taught and rehearsed, that it serves as the model of chant interpretation.



Harris, Simon “The Evolution of the Thirteenth-Century Byzantine Hypakoae 

 (Responds) of the Church Year.” Current Musicology 58 (1995): 61-78. Web.  23 

 Oct. 2010

The Hypakoae means “responds” in Greek, but as the author points out, these hymns 

are not at all sung in a call-response format.  They are short single-verse hymns.  This 

perplexity seems to have inspired the author to investigate further this  tradition and the 

books that contain these hymns, the Asmatikon and Psaltikon.

Hatherley, Stephen.  A Treatise on Byzantine Music.  London: Reeves 1892.  Print. 

Without a doubt one of the most peculiar texts of the lot in this bibliography, “A Treatise” 

is  not a theory of chant, but an in-depth look at the musical composition.  Composition 

here being about what makes up the music and less about exactly how it is written.  

Started as a few pages in “The Scottish Review” in October 1889, Hatherley continued 

this  idea into a book.  This  book takes Greek, Russian, Turkish, and Egyptian tunes and 

compares them to tonal centers and systems in the Byzantine Liturgical practice.  He 

compares pagan and or common tunes to the modes in practice in these various 

systems.  

 This  book gets  extremely precise with modal comparisons and the authors 

seems to have had a thorough knowledge of the fortepiano.  For example, he 

interestingly splits the fortepiano into 31 tones in each octave referring to flats, sharps 

and their enharmonic names, but clearly he is referencing intonation outside of equal 

temperament.  There is also extreme detail in the overtone series and how this  affects 

these music genres. 



Höeg, Carsten.  La Notation Ekphonétique.  Copenhagen:  Levin & Munksgaard,

 1935. Print.

Text on the earliest notation system used in liturgical music, Ekphonetic notation was 

the first church system of assigning pitches to readings in church.  The book makes 

note that this  idea of intoning religious  text was a system started by the Jews and 

continued through the Christian church.  Although the source is in French, its  musical 

examples and charts  of Ekphonetic neumes are valuable to see with its  index of 

Readings and a chronology on notational styles. There are also a few pictures of 

ancient manuscripts that show this style of notation.

Koubaroulis, Dimitri.  Analogion.com.  Web. 3 Nov. 2010. Sydney, 2005.

The “go-to” resource for Byzantine chanters, whether it be the forums or the online 

texts, a chanter or new learner can find almost anything they need to be able to perform   

or learn historical/cultural aspects of Byzantine Chant.  Many public domain texts are 

posted for free on the site and links to sites that offer them for free.  The depth of study 

can quickly be matched with depth of content, as some of the world’s best chanters and 

theoreticians can be found commenting and contributing in the forums.  

 Another great advantage is the presentation of both Greek and English 

languages.  Although a majority of excellent chanting is still in Greek, and many of the 

sources on the site are in Greek, many articles or sections of the website are translated 

into English.  An example is that for certain audio files, although the hymn is sung in 

Greek, the hymn will be named and linked in both languages.   One set of extremely 



valuable audio files have been transferred from grammophone plaques to mp3 of the 

oldest known recordings of Byzantine chant by Archon Protopsaltis  Iakovos Nafpliotis.  

Although the quality is suspect because of the source material, it is  quite amazing to 

hear such history of a master.

 Some important sections of the site are: choirs which links to historical 

information about some of the most prevalent choirs and sometimes include recordings, 

typikon which has information for the formation of services, schools that discuss and link 

to the schools  that give certification in Byzantine music.  Other sections are: cultures, 

conferences, websites, and gallery.  All in all, this is the best online comprehensive 

resource.

Latham, Alison, ed.  The Oxford Companion to Music.  New York: Oxford  U n i v e r s i t y 

 Press, 2002.  Print.

The Byzantine chant entry has very basic, but pertinent information on the history and 

usage. It Includes regions and historical references of those regions  to the music’s 

development.  The bibliography is much more concise here than in the New Grove, but 

it still provides plenty of valuable information and sources.

Lungu N., and G. Costea, and I. Croitoru. A guide to the Music of the Eastern 

 Orthodox Church. Massachusetts: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1984.  Print.  

Originally written in Romanian, it is a general practical guide to the Byzantine system of 

notation and the Oectocos.  Several sections concentrate on specific intervallic and 

musical notations, examples, and exercises.  It is made to be an accompaniment to 



those with no experience in Byzantine Music, it is  used as a type of textbook for 

beginners of chant.  Although no full hymns are included, there are very specific 

considerations to the practice of the current system of the revised notation.  

Martani, Sandra. “The Theory and Practice of Ekphonetic Notation; The Manuscript 

 Sinait.” Plainsong and Medieval Music 12:1 (April 2003): 15-42.  Web.  12 Oct. 

 2010.

The cantillation of religious texts  is nothing new to liturgical music, but this article delves 

into why the system of Ekphonetic became unused and seeks to delve into why this 

gave way to the numismatic notation. An important document  is researched and cited, 

The Manuscript Sinait which is  the oldest dated Greek list of neumes known.  The book 

has useful charts of manuscripts  as a reference tool and a picture of the incredibly 

ancient and divinely focused Saint Catherine’s monastery at the base of Mount Sinai 

which contains  some of the most incredible relics of early Christendom.  The author 

seems to understand this  divine focus as she states “scholarly analysis of the music 

must not be separated from a vision of the rite as a whole.”  She is careful to not take 

the faith out of context with the music and vice versa, a rarity in many sources.

Makris, Eustathios  “The Chromatic Scales of the Deuteros Modes in Theory and 

 Practice” Plainsong and Medieval Music 14:1 (April 2005): 1-10.  Web.  12 Oct. 

 2010.

An article based on a paper presented at the 11th meeting of the Study Group Cantus 

Planus and is an extremely interesting subject, as  chromaticism and chromatic modal 



origin could almost start a fist fight as  many debates go on about this  relatively 

undocumented history of intervallic flavors.  “The idea that the Deuteros (second mode) 

modes of Greek liturgical chant already had a chromatic character before the end of the 

Byzantine (1453) era has gained wide acceptance in the last decades.”  It explains the 

debates of the use of chromaticism as either being of Turkish influence, or being 

established before the Turkish occupation. 

Margaziotis, Ioannou.  ΜΕΛΩΔΙΚΑΙ ΑΣΚΗΣΕΙΣ, ΒΥΖΑΝΤΙΝΗΣ ΕΚΚΛΕΣΙΑΣΤΙΚΗΕ 

 ΜΟΥΣΙΚΗΣ.  Athens: Athinai, 1968, Print.

The most widely used beginners’ method book.  All in Greek, it offers a nueme by 

nueme explanation with exercises on reading Byzantine notation.  It concentrates on the 

solfege system used by chanters and is  application to notation and hymns.  It does not 

however, identify the different modes and their scales.  Typical practice is  to apply the 

notation interpretation first to Plagal Fourth tone, which is most like the Western Ionian 

mode.  However, because the notation is  relative, meaning it tells how much you 

change by, not what precise pitch you go to, and therefore is  easily transposable based 

on vocal range, one may apply these exercises to other modes.  

Monks of Simonopetra Monastery, O Pure Virgin (Agni Partheni).  ISMP, 1990.  CD.

This  recording was one of the first produced CDs of chanting and hails from the 

Simonopetra Monastery on Mount Athos.  Although it includes assorted hymns, its title 

track is without doubt the most requested hymn to chanters while they sing during times 

that are not included in services, such as after the service.  Although not a traditional 



hymn, its  accessibility and composer Saint Nektarios, have made it very requested and 

is good to be in the back pocket of any chanter. 

Moore, George F., James H. Ropes and Kirsopp Lake eds. Catalogue of the Greek 

 Manuscripts in the Library of the Laura on Mount Athos. New York: Kraus 

 Reprint Co. 1969.  Print.

This  text is a compilation of manuscripts from the oldest monastery on mount athos, 

Lavra.  The collection of was compiled by Sypridon a monk, but it is not stated when he 

did this, only when George Moore (et. all) published it.  It is completely in Greek once 

the reader passes the English  title.  It contains  a variety of subjects  including essays, 

prayers, liturgical guides, and other sources pertaining to subjects specific to the 

orthodox monastery.  Also included is  an index of topics that includes musical subjects 

(approx 300), hymns, and hymnology including: Λειτοθργία (liturgy), κοινωνικά

(communion hymns), Μέτηοδος Στιχιραρίου (sticheraric method), αναστασιµατάριον 

(anastasimatarion).

Myers, Gregory “The Medieval Russian Kondakar and the Choirbook from Kastoria: a 

 Paleographic Study in Byzantine and Slavic Musical Relations” Plainsong and 

 Medieval Music 7:1 (April 1998): 21-46.  Print.  

“Offers a scholarly discussion of the Byzantine choirbook called the Asmatikon which 

was a musical anthology of melismatic chants for the Office and Liturgy of the Church. 

Studies the style of musical notation present in a fourteenth-century Asmatikon 

manuscript from Kastoria in Northern Greece and explains that the document can be 



used to decipher the enigmatic Paleoslavic kondakarian musical notation. Compares 

the two systems of notation and suggests a common liturgical tradition for the

Byzantine and Paleoslavic forms of notation.”  (IIMP)

Papadopoullos, Theodore. Studies and Documents Relating to the History of the Greek 

 Church and People under Turkish Domination.  Brussells: De Meester, 1952.  

 Print.

To leave out a source on cultural aspects  of the Turkish occupation would be a great 

error and that is why this source is included.  This particular book focuses on the 

Byzantine tradition and its  culture as a whole throughout the occupation of the Islamic 

Turk reign.  And although it does  not specifically mention music, it looks at the 

“constitutional authority of the Greek church, its internal organization, its external 

jurisdiction, and its  significance as a historical factor in regard to the peoples  under its 

protection.”  A single document written by Cyril the 5th named the ΠΛΑΝΟΣΠΑΡΑΗΙΣ  

or Planosparais, seems to be the crux of its argument as it is  a primary source 

document that describes this kind of governmental and social organization.  

Unfortunately, although the book is in English, it does not translate this document and 

therefore not much of its content could be extracted.  The book starts its history at the 

year 1453, the fall of Constantinople and contains a general index and bibliography. 

Patriarchate, Ecumenical.  Ἐπίσηµος Καταδίκη τῆς Τετραφωνίας Κιβωτός, Ἰούλιος.   

 Web. 23 Oct. 2010. 



Originally written in 1846, this is a letter (without official publisher) admonishing the use 

of four-part harmony in liturgical worship.  Western harmony was no stranger to the 

Byzantines, but it had not ever been the tradition of the church musical system.  With 

the hurry to Westernize after Greek independence (1930), icons in Greek churches 

became western and dramatic, and so had much of the music gravitating towards more 

Verdian harmonies than the traditional simplicity of Byzantine Chant.  It is logical that 

after 400 years of Eastern rule, to Greece that had truly created modern Western 

society, there was a push to become relevant in the Western world they had built.  Yet, 

this  document sternly and carefully admonishes the use of this  harmony for leaving the 

roots of chant.

 This  document can be found on PDF though analogion.com or other numerous 

sources online in Greek or English.  It is quite prevalent.

Rice, Timothy, James Porter and Chris  Goertzen eds. The Garland Encyclopedia of 

 World Music. Vol. 8 Europe. New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 2000.

Useful article “Ways of Transmitting Music” can be helpful to the understanding of the 

oral tradition in Byzantine Chant.  There are indexes of regions and other folkloric 

musics. Also included are entries of Byzantine and Eastern Orthodox chant, Byzantine 

music in Bulgaria, Greece, and Romania, and entries about the Byzantine empire 

provide some scope to the music.  It is mostly general historical information on these 

subjects. The back contains a glossary of useful terms.  



Sadie, Stanley, ed.  The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. Vol. 4 

 New York: Grove, 2001.  Print.

There is an extremely detailed summary of many subjects including: manuscript 

sources and their notation, lectionary notation, melodic notation and theory including 

nuematic notation.  The text contains multiple pictures, transcriptions, and photos  of 

autographs.  Topics include, but are not limited to: Middle and Reformed Byzantine, the 

Oktoechos, formulaic chants, florid psalmody, Paraliturgical, instrumental music, and 

Music Theory.  A comprehensive and very extensive Bibliography on many topics is 

included following the entry.  This may be the best survey article available to the non-

chanter.

Savas, Savas  I.  Byzantine Music in Theory and in Practice.  Boston: Hercules Press 

 1965.  Print.

Written by the professor of Byzantine music at the Holy Cross  Greek Orthodox 

Seminary at the time Ionnis Savas Savas, this  was the book used by seminarians to 

learn the art of Byzantine chant before entering the priesthood.  Somewhat ironically, 

this  is a translated text from Greek meaning that the course was, as many still are at 

Holy Cross Orthodox Seminary, taught exclusively in Greek.  While this book is built on 

practicality of use and pedagogy, it is also meant to help paint a correct historical picture 

of Byzantine culture.  This book unfortunately is  sloppily laid out.  For example, chapters 

do not start on their own page, but are attached to the last section in a possible attempt 

to save paper.  It includes a bibliography and translation of hymn titles  along with some 

practice hymns in neumes and in Western notation.



Schulz, Hans-Joachim, The Byzantine Liturgy: Symbolic Structure and Faith 

 Expression.  New York: Pueblo Publishing 1980.  Print.

This  text discusses  is not specifically about music in any way, but is a concentration on 

the symbolic form and development of the Byzantine Liturgy. It explains the 

development of the all-important liturgical order and of course, those creations do 

directly impact church hymnology.  The symbolic structure is given weight as  it 

discusses the creators of these structures and why they did and the theology behind 

this structures.  A glossary, bibliography, and general index are also included.

Stefanovic, Dimitrije Report from Oxford: The thirteenth International Congress of 

 Byzantine Studies Current Musicology 4 (1966): 177-181.  Web.  10 Nov. 2010.

Sometimes it is good to read a source not particularly for the content, but because of 

who is  involved.  This rings true for this  source, as  it is just a report from the Congress 

of Byzantine Studies  in 1966 in which not much detail about the reports presented is 

given, but a who’s who of western Byzantine music scholars at the time includes: 

Velimirovic, Struck (successor to Hoeg) Wellesz, Raasted, Tillary, and Kenneth Levy.  

This  conference was  for all matters Byzantine, but the musicology portion seemed to be 

well attended.  Discussions involved the Monumenta Musica Byzantinae which was a 

series of scholarly insights in several volumes, they also had discussions  of the 

hermologion, and the book Studies in Eastern Chant was inaugurated.   



Taft, Robert F.  “Liturgy in Old Constantinople: Glimpses of a Lost World.” Alcuin Club  

 March 2008, Alcuin Club.  Print

A concise but very factual look at general liturgical practices and behaviors from a 

scholar and Western Rite Catholic priest, Fr. Robert Taft.   This  was a lecture given  at 

the Alcuin club convention and then published by them. There is a section of the lecture 

on psalmody which focuses on the culture of singing in church before written 

hymnography.  There is good information on general approaches to prayer, language, 

and processions. It is  definitely a good jump-start guide to the faith, spirituality, and 

religion of ancient Constantinopolitan christians.

Thibaut, Jean-Baptiste.  Origine Byzantine de la Notation Neumatique de L’Englise 

 Latine. New York: Georg Olms Verlag, 1975.  Print. 

In French, this book discusses the type of notation that followed the ekphonetic notation 

tradition.  Although there is no reference to the revised system from the 1830s, it does 

address notation until that time.  More than an explanative text, it resembles more of a 

reference to show similarities between Gothic Latin notation and other Western systems 

as opposed to a specific guide to that of Byzantine chant.  Not a fantastic book for 

Byzantine music except for that there are included close to twenty facsimiles of original 

ancient manuscripts.  

Tillyard, H.J.W., Byzantine Music and Hymnography.  London: The Faith Press 1923.  

 Print.



A text for the student of “Greek Church Music,” is more or less an introduction to the 

historical and theoretical doctrines of Byzantine hymnography.  The literary forms and 

traditions along with Christian classical poetry are discussed as an essential part to 

understanding hymnography.  An important point must be made that this is 

hymnography not hymnology which discusses the actual writing of hymns instead of the 

wide study of their composition.  

 Other important discussions include: Early Christian Hymnography, The Cannon 

and is Exponents in which he mentions St. John of Damascus, St. Andrew of Crete, and 

St. Cosmas-all ancient hymnographers.  Although not really put into a practical learning 

guide, the text has intervallic properties  of scales and even some notation and martyriae 

(signs that cue a use of a certain mode).  A comparative chart on Byzantine versus 

Gregorian modes is  also included as  is an insightful chapter entitled “Future of 

Byzantine Music.”  A truly informative and well-researched text.

Touliatos, Diane. Nonsense Syllables in the Music of the Ancient Greek and Byzantine 

 Traditions.  The Journal of Musicology, Vol. 7, No. 2  (Spring, 1989): 231-243  

 California: University of California Press.  Web.  11 Nov. 2010. 

There are few hymns that would fall into discussion under this topic, but it is worth 

consideration.  The Greek liturgical music has somehow inherited songs that contain 

nonsense words.  Yet, some of these come from spiritual meanings such as a 

combination of syllables  said to be sung to Christ as an infant by the Virgin Mary.  This 

text looks deep into Greek history to see where this kind of tradition started and 



discusses the association of vowels with the ancient Greek Gods.  It then explains how 

this pagan tradition developed and then incorporated into Christianity.  

 

Verdeil, R. Palikarova. La Musique Byzantine Chez les Bulgares et les Russes.  

 Copenhagen: Levin & Munskgaard, 1953.  Print.

This  text covers  and compares  the Bulgarian/Russian traditions in Byzantine chant from 

the 9th-14th century.  It shows the slavic interpretation and acceptance along with the 

slight changes and adaptations.  Roughly 100 pages are spent discussing Immigration, 

Liturgical history, and cultural philosophy.  There are numerous comparative charts 

between traditions on notational differences and similarities, a bibliography, an index of 

people and another general index, along with 15 pages of facsimile photos of primary 

sources.  These charts and indexes are quite resourceful. 

Ware, Kalistos  Mother Mary translator The Lenten Triodion.  London & Boston: Faber 

 and Faber, 1977.  Print.  

This  is the current English standard for the Lenten seasonal services that have some of 

the most complex traps for any chanter.  Although many other Triodions are used, this 

seems to be the most commonly used in practice.  Though translation disagreements 

and the lack of metered texts have steered others elsewhere, it still contains  the 

structure of the Lenten offices and starts with the chronological order of the Lenten 

services.  There is no printed music notation, only text that has to be squeezed into 

prosomia (patent or repeated melody) hymns. 



Wellesz, Egon and Milos Velimirovic eds. Studies in Eastern Chant. London: Oxford  

 University Press, 1973  Print.

This  was a single edition of what was planned to be a bi-annual publication.  It is a 

collection of 11 essays of articles generally difficult to find for musicologists.  The text 

addresses historical and theoretical aspects of Eastern Chant music including essays 

with topics ranging from “Theory and Practice in Liturgical Music of Christian Arabs in 

Israel” to “Protopsaltae, Lampadarii, and Domestikoi” (Head chanter, Left-side/Second  

chanter, and Librarian respectively) of the Great Church during the post-Byzantine 

Period (1453-1821).  Very diverse topics are not connected by a singular them but by 

need to fill in current lacunae. 

 The “List of Works” brief bibliography and indices that include Byzantine 

Musicians and Byzantine Musical manuscripts cited are quite useful.  There are plenty 

of musical examples in Byzantine and Western notation included.  An interesting source 

that looks at how tradition and innovation created change that occurred under the the 

time of the Turkish Occupation.  It includes information on specific theoretical and 

orthographic changes that came into practical use along with the modal/scalar 

variances and their developments.  Included is  the typical general bibliography and 

abbreviations.  So although a good source in English, it is definitely not extensive 

because of the language barrier.

Wolfman, Gerda ed. Tradition and Innovation in Late and Postbyzantine Litrugical 

 Chant. Leuven, Belgium: Uitgeverij Peeters, 2008.  Print



Although some of the text is not translated into English, the work has a bibliography, 

discography and abbreviations in Greek, English, German, and Dutch.  Wonderfully 

extensive and specific examples of the orthography of manuscripts are throughout.  

Quantitative lists  with documented symbols and nuemes are presented in various 

theoretic contexts.  It has graphic notation (a la John Cage) of intervalic range and 

variables in performances.  Since some of the book is  not fully translated, the content, 

or context of a work may not be obvious.  It also contains an index of composers.

ΖΩΗ, Μουσικὸς Πανδέκτης (Mousikos Pandektis), ἔκδοσις Ἀδελφότητος Θεολόγων ἡ , 

 Ἀθῆναι, 8 Τόµοι. 2009.  Print. 

This  is  one of the most popular sets of Byzantine chant books in Greek.  This is what 

many teachers use and since 1931, is  what I as a chanter use.  It contains volumes 

organized by type of service and according to the eight modes.  There are a total of nine 

volumes with an Anastasimitarion (book of the resurrection services) that provides 

anything outside of prosomia that can be used in any Sunday or important weekday 

service including Matins, Vespers, Liturgy, and Triodion to name a few.



Conclusion

 Although this project originally sought to observe differences between and the 

interpretation of Byzantine and Gregorian chant, it has undergone a metamorphosis.  A 

survey on these chanting systems was not the original goal as it seemed that scarcity of  

and the difficulty in finding sources would make the original idea of a holistic guide to 

current notational practice seemed too ambitious.  Yet, as  research deepened, sources 

began to reveal themselves, and the original and most ambitious idea came to fruition.

 Granted,  this  bibliography is in no way exhaustive, as to truly dig into this 

tradition, one would have to go on tours of Greece, Jerusalem, and Antioch amongst 

others, in the most remote places  of these parts to find autographs and original 

manuscripts.   Also, to become a complete chanter, one would best seek formal training 

in one of Byzantine Chant schools in Greece or other comparative system and receive a  

certification if not years and years of private practice from a master chanter.  

 Maybe the some of the contents in this bibliography have the power to bring 

Byzantine Chant closer to the forefront of the Western Classical tradition, or possibly 

lead a curious beginning chanter without a teacher to a more solid and studied mindset.  

Nevertheless, this glorious music deserves to be heard more often, practiced more 

traditionally, and researched with more clarity of spiritual vision.  

It is my ultimate thanks to my teacher Leonidas Kotsiris who taught me what I know of 

this  holy art form and instilled in me a pentecostal yearning to promulgate the hymns of  

the saints through the tradition of Byzantine Chant.   




